KATHY'S KREATIONS
141 East Main Street
Ligonier, PA 15658
724-238-9320
APRIL 2020 UPDATE
Dear Stitchers,
Signs of spring are starting to appear all around us in the Laurel Highlands -- bright
blooms, the return of robins, and warmer days. It's time to say good-bye to the dreariness
of winter, and say hello again to spring!
April 1, 2020 marks our 40th year in business. We had planned to have a month filled
with a workshop weekend retreat, classes and birthday celebrations. However, the
challenges of the COVID-19 health emergency requires us to temporarily adjust our shop
hours in order to keep everyone safe. We have rescheduled our birthday celebration, Spring
Break and LYS Day and encourage everyone to knit and crochet in the calming, creative
comfort of their own homes.
Our doors may be closed to walk-in customer sales for the time being, but we are still
available by phone or e-mail (kathy@kathys-kreations.com) for mail orders or to arrange
curbside pick-up. We have exciting yarn, stitching tools and accessories in stock for your
knitting and crocheting pleasure while at home during social distancing. We can help you
keep your needles and hooks moving!
It's "Let's Do Yarn Therapy" Month!
20% off all purchases of all regularly-priced
TAHKI / STACY CHARLES YARNS instock
throughout April 2020
STORE HOURS
Temporarily closed due until April 30, 2020 to comply with covid-19 directives
set forth by Governor Wolf and the PA Department of Health
Please call us at 724-238-9320 for mail orders or curbside pick-up availability
EXTENDED SUMMER HOURS COMING DURING LIGONIER NIGHT MARKET EVENINGS
We accept Mastercard, VISA, Discover, AX, Apple Pay & Google Pay
Private knitting and crocheting lessons
Instructions are available by appointment
Finishing services & gift certificates available
Mail orders available -- no order too small!
Shopping at Kathy’s Kreations has never been easier
COME IN - CALL UP - LOG ON
Like us, follow us and share us on Facebook
(Kathy's Kreations; Ligonier, PA)
"We Love Kathy's" on Ravelry
#kathyknitz on Instagram
Find us at our Ligonier Valley Chamber of Commerce Member Page
e-mail kathy@kathys-kreations.com
please visit our website http://www.kathys-kreations.com
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*** GREAT NEW STUFF ***
If, like us, you're coping with these uncertain times with an
abundance of at-home knitting and crocheting, we've got new
suggestions for your DIY line-up. To help you get inspired, we've
rounded up a handful of projects and tools for some much-needed
diversion. Together, let's take it one day at a time, one stitch at
a time. Here are a few of our favorite distractions:
We planned to celebrate our 40th year in business close to the actual date (April 1 -no foolin'!), but have decided to mark the occasion throughout the year during our special
events. 40 years together with our fantastic customers is a great reason to celebrate! We
will have rescheduled our birthday party for Saturday, September 12, 2020, on LYS (Local
Yarn Store) Day!
Yarn dyer extrordinaire and friend Veronica Van of DREAM IN COLOR YARN designed a
special colorway to commemorate our ruby anniversary. Kathy never needs an excuse to go
with red, and is very pleased with the yarn that Veronica came up with just for us. Thanks to
a name suggestion from our KAL friend Dot G, the shade is called "Ruby On Main & The
Diamond" (think Beatles' song Lucy In The Sky with Diamonds). We love this classic shade and
have it available now in luxury yarn bases "Jilly with Cashmere" ($32. 50, 4 oz., 440 yards,
70% superwash merino/20% cashmere/10% nylon, CYCA #2) and "Cosette DK" ($32.50, 4 oz.,
270 yards, 70% superwash merino/20% cashmere/10% nylon, CYCA #3). Kathy has been hard
at work during her creative cocooning, designing an elegant textured scarf design which will
be available next month (swatch shown upper left). The yarn, however, is available to
purchase now. Receive a free pattern with purchase of this yarn -- Mia Cowl or Kathy's Just
One More Row for "Jilly With Cashmere", OR Kathy's Into The Woods for "Cosette"...
We're thinking that our avid sock knitting fans are making lots of socks these days -- what
an entertaining and practical project! We have several new color packs of "Zauberball" and
"Zauberball Crazy" sock yarn ($24.50, 100 grams, 75% superwash wool/25% nylon, 462 yards,
CYCA #2). Seeing the twists and shifts of color as you progress will help hold your interest
and ensure that you will make that second sock! Did you know that "Zauberball" means
magic ball in German?
Give your fibers what they deserve! We have whimsical Easter bunny "Yarn Cozy" covers
from BUFFY ANN DESIGNS to snuggle your balls of yarn, keeping them clean and safe from
curious pets ($13.50 pkg. of three, shown lower right). The "sock" stretches around your yarn
and hugs down to the last wee bit, keeping it tangle-free throughout your project. Works
with inside and outside pull balls...

OK, so you are knitting down your stash these days, but the right tools
make the stitching more pleasant! We have new supplies of LEE highlighter
tape in a rainbow of shades ($6.95), a large selection of CHIAGOO stainless
steel red lace knitting needles, and FIBER TO FABRIC MAGIC "Needle
Keepers" ($8.50) to corral your needles and protect your stitches...
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ADDI "FlexiFlips" are specially designed circular needles that rest comfortably in the hand,
and act as flexible double-pointed needles. Cast on to an effortless new method of knitting
socks, cuffs, hats, and many other projects which are worked in the round, with the ADDI
"FlexiFlips" ($24.50 short length; $30.50 new longer length in larger sizes). Easy to use,
stitches are simply distributed over two needles, and then knit with the third, resulting in
only two needle changes per row...
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We have heard from customers who are using extra time at home to pick up knitting or
crochet after a hiatus. Sandy D is comfortable with crochet, but wanted to hone her
knitting skills again. She asked us for suggestions on "something easy" in simple knit and
purl". We love CHURCHMOUSE CLASSICS "First Projects" and "At Home" series -- easy, wellwritten patterns that are beginner-friendly. By the way, these are great designs for that
window of opportunity to teach kids at home how to knit or crochet! The "Learn to Crochet
Companion" and "Learn to Knit Companionm" ($15.50 each) will help you learn the skills
needed to get started. A colorful Easter basket filled with yarn and needles/hooks would be
a gift that keeps on giving and a do-able fun activity for everyone in the household. While
you're at it, you could even CROCHET the basket!
• CROCHETED BASKETS ($6.50, shown upper right) These simple single-crochet baskets are
useful in the kitchen, the bathroom, by the bedside, and on the sailboat (after all,
they're unbreakable!). Our crochet instructor, Karen V, uses her small basket to hold her
cake of yarn while she makes the next one! Ther's no end to the uses you'll find. And
they make great gifts, too!
• GARTER STITCH SCARF AND SIDEWAYS HANDWARMERS ($7.50) This is the perfect first
project, as simple as it gets -- just knit, knit, knit! When you turn the garter stitch on
its side, the little ridges create a ribbed effect that is nice and stretchy, making the
handwarmers easy to fit, with just a wee bit of seaming around the thumbs. Handsome
on men and women alike, these easy pieces make great go-to gifts. A luxury yarn makes
them extra special; a hardy yarn makes them super-practical. Either way, they'r cool!
• RIBBED BEANIE & HANDWARMERS ($7.50) These projects will teach you to work in the
round using two different methods. For the beanie, you'll use a short circular needle. As
you begin to decrease for the crown, you will need to change to double-pointed needles -- great practice for the handwarmers!
• STOCKINETTE STITCH COWL & HANDWARMERS ($8.50) We love the smooth finish of
stockinette stitch. It has an elegance and a softness that can't be matched. The slight
rolling at the edges is part of the charm of stockinette stitch. If you're used to working
stockinette stitch back and forth (knit a row, purl a row), you'll be delighted when you
begin the cowl. Working in the round, the knit side is always facing you, so you get to
just knit every round!
• PICOT-EDGE BABY BLANKET & WASHCLOTH ($6.50, show lower left) This easy pattern is
based on the washcloth pattern our grannies used to make. We've added a pretty picot
edge to dress it up, but you can leave it unadorned if you like. The washcloth
makes a nice shower or housewarming gift tied up with a bar of soap. Or make
up several for the local food bank. We will be accepting donations of green
dishcloths again for our Thanksgiving tree again this year -- this is a perfect
time to start. This blanket or washcloth is worked diagonally from one corner,
increased to a triangle midway, then decreased to the opposite corner. For a
grown-up throw or afghan, just keep on knitting! Choose DK, worsted or
chunky weight and let's get busy with that yarn therapy!
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*** MORE GREAT STUFF ***
Remember all those mornings when it was hard to wake up and get going?
When you wished you could just stay home, park yourself in your favorite comfy
stitch spot, and watch a Hallmark movie while curled up with a new knitting or
crochet project? Well, chances are good, one way or another, that day has
arrived for you, as it has for many of us.
There might just be a way to kick back and relax, and enjoy some of the
better things that staying at home has to offer. You know, besides sleep. Our
saving grace is that we knit and crochet -- creative cocooning to help us put everything out
of minds for a little while. How about this?
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*** APRIL 2020 KNIT-ALONG (KAL) ***
We will be doing even more long-distance knitting alone as we each knit
along remotely from home this month. We found a great project that seems
fitting as we are getting through this trying time together, Good People by
Laura Dobratz (available from Kathy's Kreations Ravelry Pro, $6.00). You can
order the pattern from us and we will have it downloaded into your Ravelry
library or send it to you via e-mail.
Since a lot of good people can't come to the yarn shop, we invite you to
join us in casting on this lovely wrap (shown upper left). Designer Laura tells us: "Good
People is an easy knit, rectangular wrap knit on the bias. It's simple to knit and easy to
memorize. So go ahead and cast it on then, pour yourself a beverage, watch a movie -- it's
that kind of project".
Choose 1200 yards of fingering weight in 2 contrasting color of fingering weight yarn
from our shelves and join us for a fun project. Since you can't join us in person, follow us on
the Ravelry April 2020 shop thread at "We Love Kathy's" and like/follow us on Facebook at
Kathy's Kreations Ligonier, PA...
*** UPCOMING CLASSES (please call 724-238-9320 to register for all classes) ***
PLEASE NOTE: CLASS IS SCHEDULED TENTATIVELY AND WILL BE DEPENDENT ON HEALTH
SAFETY CONCERNS AS RECOMMENDED BY THE COMMONWEALTH OF PA DEPT OF HEALTH
Our continuing knitting class series based on books by Michelle Hunter and taught by
instructor Karen McCullough continue. Take your knitting to the next level with new skills.
Building With Lace has been postponed and re-scheduled for Tuesday, May 5, 2020; 9:30
am - 12:30 pm and focuses on Nupps. A nupp is a textured stitch with its origin in Estonian
Lace. Nupp" (rhymes with "loop') is the Estonian word for "button" or "knob". Commonly
worked into designs as berries or flower buds, nupps add old world charm and interest to any
fabric. These bobble-like nubs grace the most sophisticated and envied of all lace patterns.
Class registration is $20.00 for the class plus purchase of book and yarn from Kathy's
Kreations.
AND, improve your knitting skills one square at a time with Building Blocks, designed to
help knitters navigate through major knitting techniques and principles. The recommended
yarn is HiKOO "Simpliworsted", a lovely blend of superwash merino and premium acrylic/
nylon that is very soft and durable. We continue the lessons by learning to make Slip Stitch.
Unless otherwise stated, a stitch is slipped as if to purl with yarn in back (wyib). This allows
the slip stitch to sit correctly on the right hand needle with the working yarn hidden on the
wrong side. In this block however, all stitches are slipped as if purl with the working yarn
held in front (wyif). Moving the working yarn to the front as you slip the stitch makes for an
interesting and decorative design element, and is one of the (otherwise stated) exceptions to
the slip stitch rule. The class is scheduled for Tuesday, May 5, 2020, from 1:00 pm - 3:00
pm. Registration fee is $15.00 plus purchase of book and yarn from Kathy's Kreations...
*** QUESTION ***
Dixie D writes: "I have a question for color changing when knitting. I am using up my
small balls of leftover sock yarn to make a tube scarf in the round. Would locking in the old
color (carrying it behind every other stitch for 3 - 5 stitches) hold it without having to weave
in ends or tie knots to secure it from loosening up? There seems to be so many different
opinions on the Internet. How do you do it?"
Kathy answers: You can try the weave in as you go "over/under" technique (hold the old
yarn up in back catching it behind the new stitch, then holding it down behind the next new
stitch. Depending on your project yarn, this can look very neat or it can result in a
noticeable thickness. If it does not look neat, try weaving the yarn in on the wrong side with
a tapestry needle using duplicate stitch on the wrong side of the work...
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*** PENNSYLVANIA ROAD TRIP MYSTERY SHAWL KNIT-ALONG ***
A fun new knit-along among PA yarn shops (and beyond) kicks off on
LYS DAY Saturday, April 25, 2020 and runs through the end of August!
Your "tour guides" are Cynthia Spencer of REALLY CLEAR DESIGNS / STITCH
YOUR ART OUT and her techy friend Valerie Reed who have designed an
exciting new shawl that you can combine with retail therapy by visiting
local yarn shops! They are both experienced knitters with a love of
beautiful yarn, local yarn shops, and the wonderful community of people
that share our love of knitting. They have decided to take inspiration from
the things they have seen and experienced while living and traveling in their home state of
Pennsylvania to make a stunning shawl with a variety of stitch patterns. Every stitch pattern
they've included is inspired by a shape or pattern or color they've seen in the beauty that
surrounds us all.
Cynthia writes: "It's the first in what I hope will be many road-trip mystery shawls. This
one's called Pennsylvania Road Trip. We've had so much fun thinking about all the places in
PA we'll be 'visiting' as we work the clues of the shawl. Although we were inspired by PA
locations, I promise you that the stitch patterns will look good in any part of the knitting
universe! (Also, it's fun to learn about PA's quirks no matter where you live. We'll be covering
the state from yinz to wudder.)
We're going to award prizes at each clue for customers who take photos of their shawls at
any LYS. Our objective is to get people into shops." The website is https://roadtripmystery.
com/
A "packing list" of needed items will be made available on April 10, 2020 so you can gather
your supplies and the first clue begins on April 25, 2020. The projects uses fingering weight
yarn and Kathy's Kreations will special order kits for you from MEADOWCROFT DYEWORKS
"kits" (PA Railroad, shown upper right). You can view the colorway options at the road trip
mystery website. There has been an unusually high demand for the kits. The guys at
MEADOWCROFT DYEWORKS have been working hard to accommodate and fulfill the many
requests. We will be doing this fun project as our spring and summer knit along, as it will
take place over several weeks. Each leg will contain two options for the next section of the
shawl (one designed by Cynthia, the other by Valerie), setting up every knitter for a grand
choose-your-own knitting adventure.
We have received questions about what size needles. We're not sure -- it's a mystery,
right? From visiting the pattern information posted thus far, you will probably need to use
between a size 4 and 6 circular knitting needle, depending on your gauge. You'll probably
want to start with a 24" - 32" length but at some point will need a longer length. Obviously,
checking gauge matters!
Cynthia and Valerie have designed a lovely shawl with a variety of stitch patterns inspired
by the sights and wonders of PA. The trusses of a bridge, a beautiful flower, the winding trail
up ahead -- just about anything can be inspiration for making something beautiful. Each
option is a creative tribute to a national landmark, historical event, or region that can be
encountered on a Road Trip around the great Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. So what's the
mystery? Where we'll go next, of course! The pattern will be released in sections and is
available at Kathy's Kreations via Ravelry Pro for $1.99 until April 26, 2020 at which time it
will begin to increase in price, so let us help you get started now -- knit along with us on this
grand knitting adventure!
Whether you stop in to take a class or visit us during the PA Mystery Shawl Road Trip when
we are able to re-open once restrictions are lifted, Ligonier Country Market or Night Market, a
Girls' Day Out Trip, the Steel Valley Yarn Crawl, or for a much-needed mini-getaway later this
summer or fall, we think Ligonier is a happening place and always like a refreshing step back
in time!

*** SAVE THE DATES -- EVERYTHING HAS RE-SCHEDULED! ***
Recent events surrounding the COVID-19 virus has required the
postponement or rescheduling of important fiber events. Here's the
updated calendar for the summer...
•

KATHY'S KREATIONS SPRING BREAK "Versa Lace Workshop" weekend with nationallyrecognized instructor Jolie Elder originally planned for April 17 - 19, 2020 will now be
held June 19 - 21, 2020. A few spaces have opened up, so please check with us
regarding availability.

•

Pennsylvania Road Trip Mystery Shawl KAL begins Saturday, April 25, 2020 and
continues throughout the summer -- see https://roadtripmystery.com/

•

16th ANNUAL PITTSBURGH KNIT & CROCHET / CREATIVE ARTS FESTIVAL
has been re-scheduled for Thursday, August 27, 2020 through Saturday, August 29,
2020 at the DoubleTree by Hilton, Green Tree, PA. This "can't-miss" event is the area's
largest and best fiber festival! Look for us in the Market at booths 25 & 26 once again in
the Green Tree Ballroom.

We plan to bring a large selection of items including hand-dyed yarns from DREAM IN
COLOR, DRAGONFLY FIBERS, MADELINE TOSH and EMMA's YARNS. We will also be bringing
SKACEL HiKOO yarns, SCHOEPPEL "Zauberball" and more yarn, yarn, yarn. Our booth will
also feature a large selection of accessories like NEEDLE KEEPERS, LO-LO BARS, CLOVER tools,
our own CABLE KNITS custom stitch markers, EUCALAN wool wash, blocking wires/supplies,
PRYM crochet hooks, FlexiFlips needles, sock cozies, "cool tools" for repairs, highlighter tape,
NEEDLE WRANGLERS (new), fixed circular and interchangeable needles from CHIAGOO and
yes, as much as we can fit into the van!
We will feature patterns from Kathy Zimmerman, Kathy Erhard, CHURCHMOUSE CLASSICS
as well as your favorites from Ravelry PRO. If there is something special that you would like
to have us bring to the show or need class supplies, please call us at 724-238-9320 and we
will do our best to have it there waiting for you!
We stocked quite a bit of extra merchandise in preparation for the April date which was
postponed. Looking on the bright side, that means we have plenty of inventory on hand in
the shop available to send to you via mail order or curbside pick-up while we are all crafting
at home.
For additional details about the Festival, visit the website at www.pghknitandcrochet.
com
•

LIGONIER COUNTRY MARKET is expanding! Due to overwhelming requests, there will be a
LIGONIER NIGHT MARKET ON THE DIAMOND from 5 pm - 9 pm on Thursdays June 18,
July 16, August 20, September 17 and October 15, 2020. How does this affect our
customers? Kathy's Kreations WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 8:00 PM on those evenings as well!

•

7th ANNUAL STEEL VALLEY YARN CRAWL July 31- August 9, 2020 -- it's the ten best days
of summer! Participating shops include: Dyed In The Wool, Kathy's Kreations, Kid Ewe
Knot, McWalker Yarns, Memory Tree & Yarn Branch, Raggz Fiber Art, Sewickley
Yarns, and Yarns By Design
Kathy's Kreations 40th anniversary celebration originally scheduled for
Saturday, March 28, 2020 has been rescheduled to co-incide with LYS DAY
Saturday, September 12, 2020.

•

*** CHAR'S CROCHETED BABY BLANKET ***
Our KAL knitting friend Charlene F has finished a crocheted baby blanket while at home
(shown upper right). This is a pattern she made up when doing Project Linus blankets. She
alternates single crochet and double crochet throughout. She plans to add a gender-neutral
edging when the baby arrives. She tells us: "This is when stash comes in handy!" Indeed!
MATERIALS: smaller blanket approximately 800 yards sport or DK weight yarn; US size E
crochet hook OR for a larger blanket, 600 yards worsted weight yarn and US size G
crochet hook.
NOTE: Use a smaller or larger hook depending on whether you would like a delicate or firm
gauge. Adjust hook size to get desired fabric -- this may require more yarn yardage!
FINISHED SIZE: 30" X 30" for sport weight; 36" X 36" for worsted weight
GAUGE: approx. 4 chains = 1" for sport; approx. 3-1/2 chains =1" for worsted
DIRECTIONS: Chain 126 and begin in the 2nd chain from the hook. Chain one and turn.
Alternate single crochet and double crochet across the first row. Chain one and turn.
On the next row and remaining rows, work single crochet into the double crochet space
from the row below and double crochet into the single crochet space from row below.
When the blanket reaches the desired length, add a single crochet border around the entire
blanket. You can keep this as your edging or add a ruffle or shell to the single crochet base.
©Charlene Feeney 2020. For individual personal use only. All rights reserved.
*** CUCUMBER PASTA SALAD ***
Our KAL friend Nan R shared this pasta salad recipe. Sorry we can't be together to try
this in person this month, but we do appreciate that you shared your recipe, Nan!
1/2 cup chopped onion
4 cups cucumber, sliced
1 tbsp. salt
1 lb. angel hair pasta (break into bite-size pieces)
1 cup sugar
12 oz. Marzetti slaw salad dressing
1-3/4 cup half & half
2 tbsp. dill weed
• Combine onion, cucumbers and salt. Let stand 20 minutes and drain, while cooking pasta
according to package directions. Combine sugar, slaw dressing, half & half and dill
weed. Mix cucumber mixture and pasta in large bowl. Pour dressing over pasta over
cucumber mixture and refrigerator overnight . Stir before serving.
"Knit On with confidence and hope through all crises" ---
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*** LYS DAY (LOCAL YARN STORE DAY) ***
The 3rd Annual LYS (Local Yarn Shop Day) has been rescheduled from
Saturday, April 25, 2020! Please join us for this nationwide event designed to
show support for small businesses while bringing together a unique community
of knitters, crocheters, weavers and spinners to drive awareness and
celebrate the importance of your local store and crafting community. Its aim
is to help brick-and-mortar stores by encouraging yarn lovers to visit their
local store and discover the great things it can offer, while at the same time
enjoying a day of treats, fun, and meeting like-minded crafters. This year's LYS Day will
take place on Saturday, September 12, 2020. We have some very special things planned
for LYS, so stay tuned to hear more about it in upcoming newsletter, on our Facebook page
and Instagram...
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*** CALENDAR OF EVENTS ***
Your safety and well-being are our utmost concern. All events for April
2020 have been cancelled in compliance with the extended social
distancing guidelines. Please check in with our Facebook page (Kathy's
Kreations; Ligonier, PA) and Instagram (#kathyknitz) for updated
information. We look forward to seeing your smiling faces and completed
projects just as soon as is safely possible! In the meantime, we are planning an
exciting upcoming future event, Fall Fling! Here are the details:
*** FALL FLING WEEKEND 2020 ***
Kathy's Kreations invites you to join us our 11th annual "Fall Fling" Knitting Workshop
Weekend, to be held October 2 - 4, 2020, hosted by Kathy Zimmerman. We are delighted
to announce that TKGA-certified Master Knitter and Technical Editor, Kathy Erhard of
Export, PA will be our featured instructor (Kathy's photo upper left).
CLASS DESCRIPTION
Kathy will be teaching a nine-hour knitting workshop at the Ramada Inn in historic
Ligonier, PA, with the topic Twisted Knitting. Travel back in time to 18th century Europe,
to a valley located on the border of Austria and Germany, where the knitting tradition
known as Twisted-Stitch Knitting was born. Resembling cables, Twisted-Stitch patterns
comprise twisted knit stitches traveling diagonally across a purl background to create a
captivatingly textured fabric.
In this class, you will learn about the origin and history of this tradition, characteristics
of and methods for creating the stitches, and swatch several different stitch patterns.
Traditional twisted-stitch patterns are represented graphically. This class takes a look at
both historical representations of stitch patterns as well as current methods. You will learn
all the skills you need to knit any charted twisted-stitches pattern, however, the Bavarian
Byways Beanie project (shown lower right), which we will cast on and work in class, contains
both written and charted instructions.
WEEKEND DETAILS
The weekend package includes an after-hours Soup & Sliders party and special shopping
time at Kathy's Kreations (Friday evening); an informal meet & greet on Friday evening to
get acquainted; an optional Friday evening knit-along; morning coffee breaks and two
lunches at the Ramada; classes Saturday andSunday; extended lunch break on Saturday with
time to shop in the pretty little town of Ligonier and goodie bags (includes yarn for class
project).
Registration is $250 per person. Overnight lodging is not included and is optional for
local participants. The Ramada has set up a special rate for us, so please make your own
reservations by calling 724-238-9545. Space is limited on a first-come, first-served basis,
and the workshop is already more than half-filled. Please e-mail or call Kathy at 724-2389320 for more information.

Stay safe, keep your distance, wash your hands, remain calm and
remember, no one is more prepared to deal with staying at home than knitters
and crocheters! KEEP KNITTING AND CROCHETING!
Kathy
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Private knitting and crocheting lessons will be once again available
by appointment after we receive the "all clear" to return . Kathy's
Kreations has been the helpful hands of experienced knitting for 40 years!

